Molecular orientation and lattice ordering of C60 molecules on the polar FeO/Pt(111) surface.
C(60) molecules assemble into close packing layer under the domination of the intermolecular interaction when deposited onto Pt(111)-supported FeO layer kept at 400 K. From corresponding high resolution scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image, a kind of C(60) molecular orientational ordering stabilized by the intermolecular interaction is revealed as C(60)/FeO(111)-(√133 × √133) R17.5° structure and determined from the commensurability between the C(60) nearest-neighbor distance and the lattice of the underlying oxygen layer. Moreover, due to the inhomogeneously distributed work function of the underlying FeO layer, the C(60) molecular electronic state is periodically modulated resulting in a bright-dim STM contrast. In addition, one coincidence lattice ordering is determined as 8 × 8 superstructure with respect to the C(60) primitive cell, which overlays a 3 × 3 moiré cell of the underlying FeO layer.